Dear [Name],

Thank you for your ongoing support of the Identity and Privacy community. As Executive Director of Kantara Initiative, I would like to extend my gratitude to you personally and the entire membership for your continued dedication and contributions to our efforts.

What’s your role for the future, for the next decade and beyond? Are you up and leading by example? How can members get more involved with Kantara? What is Kantara’s biggest challenge going forward? How do you plan to address it?

As Executive Director, what are you most proud of over the last few years of growth for Kantara?

Thank you to our new organization members, One-Thinking.US and Wally Gangard, as well as individual contributors, John Anderson and Rich Parnell.

What's your vision for the industry for the next decade and where does Kantara fit into the mix?

What's your view on the fragmentation occurring in the industry with new industry associations being created, it seems, nearly every week? That's right. It's the unflagging support of the steadily growing membership that enables Kantara to sustain its growth while others fade because we remain nimble and adaptable to change as we strike new ground all the while holding onto our ethos of public good and our reputation for practical tangible assets that move the needle for the industry.

Actually it is managing our growth with the limited resources we have at our disposal. But we also have to be cognizant of the fragmentation occurring in the industry with new industry associations being created, it seems, nearly every week. That's right. It's the unflagging support of the steadily growing membership that enables Kantara to sustain its growth while others fade because we remain nimble and adaptable to change as we strike new ground all the while holding onto our ethos of public good and our reputation for practical tangible assets that move the needle for the industry.

Thank you to our organization members, Warren E. Bach and Ballantyne and individual contributors, Catherine Abruzzi and Rich Furr, Jon Lehtinen, Christine Lehtinen, Rainer Schulten, Zentry, as well as individual contributors, Jon Horbe and Mark Lizar, Colin Wallis for a 10th Anniversary Celebration.
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